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Abstract 
It is shown that allowing a bounded number of anomalies (mistakes) in the jnal programs 
learned by an algorithmic procedure can considerably “succinctify” those final programs. Nat- 
urally, only those contexts are investigated in which the presence of anomalies is not actually 
required for successful inference (learning). The contexts considered are certain infinite sub- 
classes of the class of characteristic functions of finite sets. For each finite set D, these sub- 
classes have a finite set containing D. This latter prevents the anomalies from wiping out all 
the information in the sets featured in these subclasses and shows the context to be fairly ro- 
bust. Some of the results in the present paper are shown to be provably more constructive than 
others. 
The results of this paper can also be interpreted as facts about succinctness of coding finite 
sets, which facts have interesting consequences for learnability of decision procedures for finite 
sets. 
1. Introduction 
A subject encounters data about a concept. Based on this finite amount of data, the 
subject conjectures a hypothesis about the concept. Availability of more data may cause 
the subject to change its hypothesis. The subject is said to learn the concept just in 
case the sequence of hypotheses conjectured stabilizes to a fixed hypothesis and this 
final hypothesis is a correct representation of the concept. 
Aspects of learning by humans may be cast in the above framework. It may also 
be argued that the hypotheses inferred by humans tend to display the following 
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characteristics: 
l they are only an approximate representation of the concept; 
l they are likely to be succinct. 
Many studies in inductive inference have addressed the above two issues separately. 
For example in the context of learning computer programs for computable functions, 
Case and Smith [6] considered the situation in which the final program is allowed to 
make a finite, but bounded, number of mistakes in computing the function. For the 
same learning task, Royer [22] and Fulk and Jain [12] consider models in which the 
final program is allowed to make infinitely many mistakes in computing the function, 
but the “density” of these mistakes is bounded. The subject of succinctness for function 
identification has also been considered by many authors, for example, Freivalds [IO], 
Freivalds and Kinber [ll], Kinber [15], Chen [7,8], Case et al. [4], Jain and Sharma 
[14], and Case et al. [5]. 
However, while the above studies motivate each of inferring approximate solutions 
and inferring nearly minimal solutions, none of these studies have reflected on why 
humans appear to have a predilection for inferring solutions which are simultaneously 
approximate and succinct. The present paper begins to address this issue by presenting 
some preliminary results suggesting that, in many learning situations, approximate hy- 
potheses may turn out to be far more succinct than the minimal size, exact hypothesis. 
The general framework of our results is identification in the limit of computer pro- 
grams for computable functions from their graphs. Specifically, our results are about 
learning programs for the characteristic functions of finite sets, i.e., about identifying 
decision procedures for finite sets. 
Case and Smith [6] (also see [3]) showed that learners allowed to converge to pro- 
grams that make a finite number of mistakes can learn strictly larger collections of func- 
tions than those learners that are required to converge to exact programs. Thus, there 
are collections of functions that can be learned only if anomalies are allowed in the final 
inferred program. The collection of characteristic functions of finite sets can be trivially 
learned without resorting to learners that commit anomalies in the final inferred pro- 
gram. Nonetheless, we show that there are nontrivial collections of characteristic func- 
tions of finite sets for which allowing an error in the final program yields tremendous 
savings in the size of the final program compared with the minimal size exact program. 
We now note a crucial property of the collections of characteristic functions of finite 
sets considered in the present paper. A l-error program for the collection of charac- 
teristic functions of singleton sets can be trivially identified by a machine that simply 
outputs a decision procedure for the empty set. Clearly, demonstrating the size advan- 
tages of allowing errors in the final program for such example classes is not at all 
interesting since some l-error programs for deciding singleton sets are quite useless. 
For this reason, our results are about those collections that contain, for each finite set 
D, the characteristic function of another finite set containing D. Such collections are 
referred to as beefy. Clearly, a l-error program for each member of a beefy class would 
be useful since most elements of such a class would be quite far from characteristic 
functions of singleton sets. 
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We now informally describe some of our results. To this end, it is useful to go 
over some recursion theoretic terminology. Programs can be treated as numbers and 
these numbers in turn can be treated as corresponding program size measures (see [2]). 
Fin denotes the set of all characteristic functions of finite sets. For any total (possibly 
noncomputable) function h, we say that program p is h-more succinct than a pro- 
gram q just in case h(p) < q, i.e., the magnification of p by h is still not as large 
as q. 
Our results are essentially of two kinds. One kind, provably less constructive than 
the other, holds for any, not necessarily computable, “succinctness factor” h. The other 
holds for a much more limited class of h. Proofs of the former kind of result (e.g., the 
proof of Theorem 2) feature counting arguments, and our proofs of the latter kind (e.g., 
the proof of Theorem 5) involve more constructive, recursion theoretic arguments. The 
latter provide the advantage of giving us an algorithmic handle on the classes for which 
we prove existence while the former do not. 
Corollary 1, which is a special case of Theorem 2 and which can be proved using 
a counting argument, implies that for any total (noncomputable) function h, there is a 
beefy collection of functions %? such that there exists a learning machine MI satisfying 
the following. 
Mt identifies a l-error program in the limit for any member of Fin, and 
MI’S final conjecture on any f E %? is h-more succinct than the final conjecture of 
any machine M on f that identifies in the limit a O-error program for each member 
of v. 
Theorem 3 shows that, in most cases, the beefy class 98 in Corollary 1 is not a 
recursively enumerable class. Hence, the natural and convenient algorithmic handle of 
being an r.e. class is just not available for the classes whose existence we show. We 
consider, then, a slightly less natural and convenient algorithmic handle on our classes 
which is available. Theorem 5 provides a constructive existence featuring classes about 
which we have some algorithmic knowledge. For expository convenience, we discuss 
here only a special case of this result, Corollary 2. We first introduce a notation: a 
l-extension of a partial computable function rl/ is a total function f such that, for each 
x in domain of I/I, f(x) = $(x) and for each x not in domain of $, f(x) = 1. 
Corollary 2 shows that, for any limiting recursive h [25-281 ’ , from an index of a 
program that computes h in the limit, we can algorithmically, find an r.e. index for a 
class of partial recursive functions whose l-extension, %7, is beefy and such that there 
exists a machine Ml that satisfies the following: 
l MI identifies in the limit a l-error program for each member of Fin, and 
l Ml’s final conjecture on each f E V is h-more succinct than the final conjecture of 
any machine M on f that identifies in the limit a O-error program for each member 
of (6?. 
’ Intuitively, limiting-recursioe functions are (total) functions computed by programs which do not give 
correct output until after some unspecified but finite number of trial outputs. See the formal definition near 
the end of Section 2. 
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Unfortunately, as implied by Theorem 4, Corollary 2 does not hold for any arbitrary 
h. 
Finally, an alternative interpretation of the results presented in the present paper is 
that there are “non trivial” finite sets for which a “slightly” anomalous decision pro- 
cedure is arbitrarily more succinct han an exact decision procedure. Thus, the present 
paper may be viewed as containing results about coding finite sets presented learning 
theoretically. 
We now proceed formally. 
2. Notation 
Recursion-theoretic concepts not explained below are treated in [21]. N denotes 
the set of natural numbers, (0, 1,2,3,. . .}. Nf denotes the set of positive integers, 
{ 1,2,3,. . .}. Unless otherwise specified, a, e, i, j, k, I, m, n, q, r, s, u, w, x, y, z, with or 
without decorations (decorations are subscripts, superscripts and the like), range over 
N. 0, E, G, C, 2, >, denote empty set, element of, subset, proper subset, superset and 
proper superset, respectively. A, S, P, with or without decorations, range over sets. D, 
with or without superscripts, ranges over finite sets. Fix a canonical indexing DO, DI, . . . 
of the finite sets [21]. For the ease of using finite sets as arguments to recursive 
functions, we identify finite sets with their canonical indices. For 1z1 < ~22, [nr ..n2] 
denotes the set {n 1 nl <x < n2). card(S) denotes the cardinality of S. max(S) and 
min(S) denote the maximum and minimum of set S, respectively. max(S) = 00, if 
card(S) is infinite. By convention min (0) = 00 and max (0) = 0. 
f, g, h and F, with or without decorations, range over total functions. n and 8, with 
or without decorations, range over (possibly) partial functions. a denotes the class 
of all recursive functions, i.e., total computable functions with arguments and values 
from N. For n E N+, W” denotes the class of total recursive functions of n variables. 
V and Y range over subsets of 9. For partial functions q and 8, q =’ 9 means 
that card(G I v(n) # Nx)l) <a. domain(v) and range(q) denote domain and range of 
partial function q. 
Suppose that E(xr , . . . ,xn) is an expression with xl,. . . ,x,, as its only free variables. 
Then LX I,...,-G.E(xI , . . . ,xn) denotes the function that maps (xl,. . . ,xn) to the value 
E(xl , . . . ,x,) [9,2 11. For example, LLX + 1 denotes the function that maps x to x + 1 
and Ix, y.x + y denotes the function that maps (x, y) to x + y. 
AX, y.(x, u) denotes a fixed pairing function (a recursive, bijective mapping: N x N + 
N) [21]. Ix, JJ.(X, y) and its inverses are useful to simulate the effect of having multiple 
argument functions. (., .) can be extended to encoding of multiple arguments in a natural 
way. 
q denotes a fixed acceptable programming system for the partial computable mnc- 
tions: N -+ N [20,21,17]. Cpi denotes the partial computable function (of one argument) 
computed by the ith program in the cp system. Hereinafter program i refers to the ith 
program in the cp programming system. We shall speak of programs and numerical 
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names or codes for programs interchangeably; sometimes these numerical names are 
referred to as indices. In some contexts p, range over natural numbers thought of, in 
those contexts, as programs. In other contexts p ranges over total functions in which 
the range of p is thought of as a set of programs. Occasionally, we will write qi(x, y) 
as an abbreviation for cpi( x, y) ). Wi = domain( Wi is, then, the recursively enu- 
merable (r.e.) set accepted by q-program i. @ denotes an arbitrary Blum complexity 
measure associated with acceptable programming system cp; such complexity measures 
exist for any acceptable programming system [ 1,171. 
For any set P & N, VP denotes the class of partial recursive dictions { ‘pP 1 p E P}. 
MinProg(f) denotes min({ p 1 cppp = f}). MinProg,(f) denotes min({p 1 ‘pp =i f}). 
u denotes the characteristic function of A, the function which is 1 on A and 0 
off A. Fin denotes the class of characteristic functions of all finite sets, i.e., Fin = 
{XA 1 card(A) < co}. W e fi x a recursive function Prog such that, for all finite sets 
D, Prog(D) is a program (in the q-system) for ~0. The s-m-n theorem guarantees the 
existence of Prog [21]. 
A total function h is called limiting recursive just in case there exists a g E W2 such 
that for each n E N, h(n) = lim,,, g(n, t). 
The quantifiers “7” and “7” mean “for all but finitely many” and “there exist 
infinitely many”, respectively. 
3. Preliminaries 
A machine that learns a computer program for a computable function from its graph 
is presented with initial fragments of the graph. We first formalize the notion of seg- 
ment. 
For m E N, let N, denote the set {x 1 x < m}. We define a segment to be a mapping 
from N,, for some m E N, into N. We let SEG denote the set of all segments. We let 
c and z, with or without decorations, range over SEG 1~11 denotes the length of C. 
For a (partial) function q, which is defined for all x < ~1, r[n] denotes the finite 
segment 0, of length n, such that, for x < n, U(X) = v](x). 
Definition 1 (Gold [13]). An inductive inference machine (abbreviated: IIM) is an al- 
gorithmic device that computes a mapping from SEG into N. 
We let M, with or without decorations, range over inductive inference machines. In 
Definitions 3 and 4 we spell out what, for this paper, it can mean for an inductive 
inference machine to (reasonably) successfully learn (in the limit) a program for a 
recursive function. The first of those definitions, Definition 3, has to do with a crite- 
rion of “perfect” success. The latter one, Definition 4 has to do with success criteria 
which permit a bounded number of mistakes. But, first, in Definition 2, we introduce 
a technical notion which says what it means for an inductive inference machine to 
converge on a function. 
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Definition 2 (Blum and Blum [3] and Case and Smith [6]). Suppose M is an induc- 
tive inference machine and f E 9. M(f)l (read: M(f) converges) ++ (3p)(y n) 
[M(f [n]) = p]. If M(f)& then M(f) is defined = the unique p such that (7 n) 
[M(f [n]) = p]; otherwise M(f) is said to diverge (written: M(f )t). 
Definition 3 (Gold [13], Blum and Blum [3] and Case and Smith [6]). 
(a) M Ex-ident$es f (written: f E Ex(M)) _ (3p 1 ‘pp = f)[M(f )j. = p]. 
(b) Ex= (9 & $32 1 @M)[Y 5 Ex(M)]}. 
Definition 4 (Case and Smith [6]). Let a E N. 
(a) M Exa-ident$es f (written: f E Ex”(M) w (3~ 1 ‘pp =a f)[M(f)l = p]. 
(b) Exa = (9 C B 1 (3M)[Y c Exa(M)]}. 
Clearly Exa = Ex. The following theorem (Theorem 1) due to Case and Smith [6] 
describes a strict hierarchy of identification classes based on the number of anomalies 
allowed in the final program. 
Theorem 1 (Case and Smith [6]). Exe c Ex’ c Ex2 c. . . 
Definition 5 (Blum [2], Meyer [18], Meyer and Bagchi [19] and Royer and Case 
123,241). A p-program p is h-more succinct than a q-program q w h(p) < q, i.e., 
the “magnification of p by h” is still not as large as q, 
In contexts in which one machine Ml in one sense identifies a function f and 
another machine MZ in a possibly different sense also identifies f, we sometimes 
informally speak of Ml identifying f h-more succinctly than M2 c the final 
program witnessing the identification of f by Ml is h-more succinct than the final 
program witnessing the identification of f by Mz. 
We next formally record the definition of a beefy class. 
Definition 6. % is beefy e [[g S Fin] A [(‘v’Qfinite)(ZlD’, finite ) D’ > D)[x~j E 
VII- 
4. Results 
Our results featuring the existence of beefy collections of characteristic functions of 
finite sets are essentially of two kinds. One kind, provably less constructive than the 
other, holds for any, not necessarily computable, “succinctness factor” h. The other 
holds for a much more limited class of h. Proofs of the former kind of results fea- 
ture counting arguments, a simple special case of which is illustrated in the proof of 
Proposition 1. The possibility of getting at least some theorems, of the kind found 
in this paper, by counting arguments was first suggested to the first author by Dana 
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Angluin. Our proofs of the latter, more constructive results involve recursion theoretic 
arguments rather than counting arguments. 2 
Proposition 1 (K.-J. Chen, unpublished). Suppose h is any total function. Suppose 
g is recursive and e is a program for g. Then there are infinitely many recursive 
functions f such that f =l g and (b’i)[rpi = f + i > h(e)]. 
Proof. Let %? = {f E 92 1 f =I g}. %7 is the set of all recursive functions which differ 
from f at no more than one argument. Clearly, card(V) is oc. Now, there are only 
finitely many programs <h(e). Let 9’ = {f E G? 1 (3i<h(e))[cpi = f]}. Y is the set 
of all such functions f E V for which there is a q-program <h(e). Clearly, card(Y) 
is finite. Thus, card(V - 9) is co and (Vf E (+? - sP))(Vi)[qi = f =+ i > h(e)]. Cl 
We present our results in three stages. 
1. In Section 4.1, we show that there are beefy classes for which allowing anomalies 
in the final program can result in convergence to arbitrarily succinct programs. 
2. Section 4.2 looks at the nature of such beefy classes. In particular, it is shown 
that such classes cannot be r.e. 
3. The above negative result implies that there is no straightforward description (like 
an algorithmic enumerator of programs) for functions in these beefy classes. Results 
in Section 4.3 are aimed at finding a “partial” description of such beefy classes. 
4.1. Nonconstructive succinctness results 
Theorem 2 is our first result showing the succinctness advantage of allowing anoma- 
lies in the final program. For ease of discussion, we first present a special case of 
Theorem 2. This result, Corollary 1, says that, for any total function h, there exists 
a beefy 5?? such that there is a machine Ml that Ex’-identifies Fin, the entire class 
of characteristic function of finite sets, and Mi Ex’-identifies each function in %’ h- 
more succinctly than any machine that Ex-identifies each function in %?. Of course, 
the entire class of characteristic functions of finite sets is trivially Ex-identifiable. The 
point of Corollary 1 is that even in cases where one does not have to allow a possi- 
ble anomaly in the final program to-achieve success [6], allowing a possible anomaly 
can, nonetheless, considerably cut down on the size of the final programs inferred! 
Beefiness is important because, then, one anomaly is not so serious: if the sets were, 
for example, singletons, a program with one anomaly to decide them might be totally 
useless. 
Corollary 1. (V total h)(3 a beefy %?)(3Ml)[Fin C Ex’(Ml)r\(trM 1 Gf? & Ex(M))(Vf E 
‘WM(f) > WhCf))ll- 
* Our results based on counting arguments could also be obtained by Kolmogorov complexity arguments 
[16]; however, our more constructive results, which provide an algorithmic handle on the classes whose 
existence we prove, likely cannot. 
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We now discuss the general result. 
Suppose h is any arbitrary total function and n E N. A general question, then, 
would be whether there exists a beefy 59 and n machines Mt , Mz, . . . ,M, such that, 
for 1 <k Gn, machine Mk Exk-identifies Fin, and for any k < n, machine Mk+i 
Exkfl-identifies each f E %?, h-more succinctly than any machine that Exk-identifies 
each f E V. It turns out, thanks to Theorem 2 just below, that such is the 
case. 
Theorem 2. (V total h)(Vn)(3 a beefy %?)(3Ml,M2,...,M,,) [(Vk ) l<k<n)[FinG 
EJ&WI A O’f E Wvk < n)[~~~Pw,U-) >WW+lU-))ll. 
Proof. First we describe machine Mj, 1 <j <n. 
begin {Mj} 
on input o: 
let D = {x 1 a(x) # 0); 
if card(D) < j then 
let S = D 
else 
let S be the set consisting of j largest elements in D 
endif; 
output Prog(D - S) 
end {Mj} 
It is easy to verify that, for 1 <j <n, Mj Exj-identifies Fin. 
For each i E N, we now define fi, a characteristic function of a finite set. For 
each i E N, let Si denote the finite set [0 . . i]. To facilitate the description of f;:, we 
introduce n numbers ai, 1, ai, 2,. . . , ai, ,, defmed as follows. We select ai, r’~ in sequence 
as follows: for r < n, suppose f&,1,. . , ai, r_l have already been selected. We chose ai, r 
to be the least number, a, greater than max (Si U {ai, x 1 x < r}) such that each partial 
function computed by a program Q h (Prog(Si U {ai, x 1 n < r})) is either, non 0 for 
infinitely many inputs, or, is 0 for all inputs 2a. 
Formally, for 1 <r < n, ai, r = min({a > ma(SiU{ai,r 1 1 < 1 < r}) 1 (VW< h(Prog 
(Si U {ai, I I 161 < r)))N[ca4y I CpdY) # 0) = 001 V WJzaa)[cp&) = 0111)). 
Let .L = x(su{~, ,p Q[+~I. We take q = {f;: I i E N}. It is easy to verify that % is 
beefy and (Qf E %)(Vk < n)[MinProgk(f) > h(Mk+l(f))]. 0 
4.2. Beefy classes witnessing succinctness are not r.e. 
A natural question is to investigate the nature of the candidate beefy classes witness- 
ing succinctness results in the previous section. In particular, it would be nice if we 
could have an algorithmic handle on them. Unfortunately, it turns out that the candi- 
date class % in Theorem 2 above, in many cases, is not a recursively enumerable class 
[21]: Theorem 3 implies that there exists a recursive, monotone increasing, function h 
such that, for all beefy recursively enumerable classes %‘, there is a machine M that 
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Ex-identifies % and, for infinitely many f in %‘, the final program output on f by any 
machine that Ex’-identifies V is not h-more succinct than M(f ). 
Theorem 3. (3 a recursive, monotone increasing function h)(Q beefy r.e. classes U) 
(3M)[ [Fin cEx(M)] A (7 f E w)[M(f )dh(MinProg,(f >)ll. 
Theorem 3 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. We first introduce a technical notion. 
Definition 7. A set of programs P is called 2-discrete _ (Qi,j E P 1 i # j) 
[card({x I Vi(x) # Cpi(x))> > 21. 
Lemma 1. For each k E N such that %‘wk is beefy, we can algorithmically find a k’ 
satisfying the following three conditions: 
(a) wkl c wk; 
(b) VW,, is beefy; 
(c) Wkt is 2-discrete; 
(d) (QX)(y j E wk’)[qj(x) = 11. 
Proof. We give an informal description for enumerating wk’ from an enumeration of 
wk. 
Let Wi, denote the finite subset of wk’ enumerated before Stage s. 
Thus W$ = 0. Go to Stage 0; 
begin {Stage s} 
Search for a j E wk such that [0 ..s] C{x 1 qj(X) = l} and, for all 1 E W,$, 
card({x I (piW # go&UH > 2. 
If and when such a j is found enumerate j in wk’. Go to Stage s + 1. 
end {Stage s} 
It is easy to verify that the above construction for the enumeration of wkl satisfies 
the lemma. 0 
Lemma 2. (3h E CA?)(Qj 1 Wj is 2-discrete, VW, is beefy and (Qx)(? 1 E Wj)[ql(x) = 
1IMW[[Fin C WWI A (7 f E VW, )[M(f) <h(MinProgI(f >>ll. 
Proof. Below by implicit use of a suitably padded version of the s-m-n theorem, 
we define an infinite sequence of cp-programs {p(i) 1 i E N}, such that p is a 
recursive, strictly increasing function, but first we show how to define h in terms 
of p. 
We divide the collection of q-programs {p(i) 1 i > 0) into groups. The mth group 
consists of m+2 programs. The 0th group is {p(O), p(l)}. The 1st group is {p(2), p(3), 
p(4)} and so on. Formally, for m E N, the mth group is {p(k+ 9) I k < m +2}. 
We define h in such a way that, for m E N, h(m) is greater than the largest index 
in the mth group. This is achieved by setting, for each m, h(m) = ~((~+‘);(m+~)). 
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We assume without loss of generality that the pairing function (., .) is such that 
(VjYk)C(j,k) < (j,k + 1)l. 
For all k, j, I E N such that k < (j, 1) + 2, we let 
F(k, j, I) = p(k + (jyz) “(i ‘) + 3)). 
Then F(k, j, Z) denotes the kth program in the (j, Z)th group of programs mentioned 
above. Groups numbered (j, Z), 1 E N, will be used to handle Wj. Clearly, from 
any j, we can uniformly algorithmically create a l-l enumeration of Wj. Do so 
in a fixed way. (PF(k, j, I) is defined to be the (partial) function computed by the 
(~:~~-‘( ( j, r) + 2) + k)th program in the l-1 listing of Wj if such a program ex- 
ists; otherwise, (PF(k, j, I) is undefined on all inputs. For j satisfying the hypothesis of 
Lemma 2, for Z E N, the purpose of ( j, Zjth group is to contain at least one program for 
a characteristic function in %‘w, which is not computed by any program in the ( j,r)th 
groups, r < I, such that this new characteristic function can be succinctly and exactly 
identified. 
Zf Wj is 2-discrete and %?w, is beefy, then functions in UrEN Uk Q ( j, rj+l { (PF(k, j r,) 
are pairwise different from each other at more than 2 arguments. Hence, in this case, 
for each r E N, there exists a k < ( j, r) + 2, such that &fir#rogt(qF(k, j, ,I) > ( j, r) 
and h(( j,r)) > F(k,j,r). 
Suppose j is as described in the hypothesis of Lemma 2. Then, for each i such that 
p(i) E U U IF(k_Ar)~~ 
HEN kc{ j,r)+l 
(1) 
we have that ‘pP(;) E Fin. We give below the description of a machine M which Ex- 
identifies Fin in such a way that, for all i satisfying (1) above, M converges to p(i) 
on input qpp(+ Such an M clearly witnesses the claim of Lemma 2. 
begin {M} 
on input f[n]: 
let gi denote the function computed by the i-th program in the fixed l-l 
algorithmic enumeration of Wj; 
if (3 < n)(VX < n)[gi(.X) = f(X)] 
then 
output F(k, j, I), where Z = max( {rrz 1 [C~~~-‘( ( j, r) + 2) Gil}) 
and k = i - C:Ii-‘(( j,r) + 2) 
else 
output Prog({x < n ) f(x) = 1)) 
endif 
end {M} 
It is easy to verify that M behaves as in the claim of Lemma 2. cl 
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4.3. Attempts at constructivity 
One of our central concerns is constructivity for the classes of characteristic functions 
of finite sets for which allowing anomalies results in identification by strictly more 
succinct programs. We discuss our motivation for this concern. 
The main result of the previous section implies that the beefy classes witnessing 
succinctness results may not be r.e. If these classes were r.e. then we could hope for a 
“good” algorithmic descriptor of the classes, i.e. we could have a computer program that 
enumerated a program for each member of the class. In the event of such a descriptor 
not being possible, we attempt to find an alternative, if not as good, descriptor. 
To this end, we introduce the following notion. 
Definition 8. For PCN, we define W’(P) = {f 1 (3j E P)(\iJx)[ [(pi(x)1 + .f(x) = 
qj(x)] A [cpj(x)r + f(x) = 111). We say that W’(P) is l-extension of the CI& of 
partial recursive functions %P. 
To understand the above definition, let P G N be given. Recall that %YP denotes 
the collection of partial recursive functions q such that P contains an index for ye. 
l-extension of a partial recursive function 8 is a total function that agrees with 8 on 
those arguments on which 0 is defined, and is 1 on those arguments on which 0 is 
undefined. Then, q’(P) is essentially the collection of l-extensions of partial recursive 
functions in VP. 
Here is what we are able to say about the description of some of the beefy classes 
witnessing succinctness results in this paper. If the succinctness factor is limiting re- 
cursive, then 
l these beefy classes can be shown to be l-extension of an r.e. class of partial recursive 
functions; 
l and one can algorithmically find an acceptor (or, equivalently a generator) for the 
r.e. class from a program that computes the succinctness factor in the limit. 
Somewhat more precisely, Corollary 2 (to Theorem 5) just below implies that, for 
any limiting recursive h [25-281, from an index, i, of a program that computes h in 
the limit, we can algorithmically, via a recursive function g, find an r.e. index g(i) for 
a class of partial recursive functions whose l-extension %?‘(W,(i)) is beefy and there 
exists a machine Mi that Ex’-identifies Fin and Mi Ex’-identifies each f E %Y1( IV,,,,) 
h-more succinctly than any machine that Ex-identifies %7’( W,ti,). 
Corollary 2. (39 E &?)(Vi, h 1 h = 3x. lim s+oc, cpi(x, s) is totd)[[~‘( w,(i)) is beefy] 
r\(3M1)[FinCEx10W >AWf E ~'(w,,,,))[MinProg(f) > Wb(f ))lll. 
A proof of Corollary 2 can be obtained by a moving anomaly marker construction 
and is a special case of the general version, Theorem 5, presented later in the section. 
Such constructions were first employed in [6]. 
However, before we present the general case of the result, it is worth noting that 
for arbitrary total function h, there need not be an r.e. index for a class of partial 
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recursive functions whose l-extension is beefy and for which allowing one anomaly 
results in more succinct identification. This is implied by the next theorem. 
Theorem 4. (%)(I total h)(Vj)[V’( Wi) is beefy + (3f E %“(Wj))[MinProg(f)Q 
~(~~~~Fw-))11. 
Proof. Fix n. To facilitate the definition of h, we first introduce, for each i EN, mi. 
If there exists a recursive function g E U’(Wi) such that MinProg,(g) > i, then 
mi = MinProg(g); mi = 0 otherwise. We now define h: 
h(i) = Y+ mm((mi, h(i - 1))) 
if i = 0; 
otherwise. 
It is easy to see that h is increasing and, for some j, if %?‘( Wj) is beefy, then there 
exists a g E g’(Wj) such that MinProg,(g) > j. 
We now show that, for each j such that %“( Wj) is beefy, there exists an f E 
%‘( Wj) such that MinProg( f) < h(MinProg,(f )). We take f = ‘pm,. Clearly, mj = 
MinProg( f) <h(j). But, since h is an increasing function and j < MinProg,( f ), we 
have that MinProg( f) d h(MinProg,( f )). 
A straightforward Tarski-Kuratowski [21] quantifier analysis of our construction in 
the proof of Theorem 4 just above yields that the h presented there can be represented 
as three iterated limits of a computable function. We suspect, but did not check that 
a modified construction (if not the one given) would yield an h representable as two 
iterated limits of a computable function. 
We now present the general result from which Corollary 2 follows. This theorem 
presented next shows that given a limiting recursive h, for any n E N and an index, 
i, of a program which computes h in the limit, we can algorithmically obtain, via 
a recursive function g, an r.e. index g(i,n) for a class of partial recursive functions 
whose l-extension is beefy and there exist IZ machines Ml, Mz,. . . , M, such that for 
1 <k <II, machine Mk Exk-identifies Fin, and for any k < n, machine Mk+l Exk+’ -
identifies each f E V’(Wq,i~~) h-more succinctly than any machine that Exk-identifies 
each f E U’( Wq(i$j). 
Theorem 5. (39 E ~%~)(b’n > O)(Vi,h 1 h = Ax.lim,-+, (Pi(X,S) is total)[[~‘(Ws(i~n)) is 
beefyIN@ MI, ML.. . , M,)[(Vk 1 l<k<n)[Fin C J@(Mk)IWf E ~‘(wg(,n)>Wk < 
n)[MinPrWf) > Wb+l(f ))llll. 
Proof. Suppose i and it are given. By the s-m-n theorem [21], we will construct 
a recursive function p. It will be easy to see that, a program for p can be found 
algorithmically in i, n. We define Wg(i,n) = {p(j) 1 j E N}. 
For 1 d j <n, let Mj be the machine described in the proof of Theorem 2. These 
same machines serve our purpose in the present proof. Note that machine Mj Exj- 
identifies Fin. 
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For k E N, we give, below, an informal description of program p(k). According to 
our construction, (pp(k) will converge on all except n arguments. We will define qp(k) 
in stages. 
begin {Definition of (pp(k)} 
begin {Initialization} 
1: for x dk, let qp(k)(x) = 1; 
{Note that this ensures that the class of functions %?‘(W,(i,.,) is beefy.} 
2: for l<j<n, let aj =k+j; 
{We will use aj as moving markers. We will argue in Claim 1 that 
the aj’s eventually reach final values. These final aj’s will be the only 
points at which (Pp(k) is undefined.} 
3: let y = k + n + 1; 
4: for all Y E N, let Injure(r) = 0; 
{To facilitate seeing that this initialization of each Injure(r) preserves 
algorithmicity, we note that, clearly, each individual initialization could 
be carried out instead just before its first use.} 
5: go to Stage 0; 
end {Initialization} 
begin {Stage s} 
6: if there exist j and r such that the following hold: 
6.1: j < n; 
6.2: r 6 cpi(Prog([O . . k] U {al [ 1 d I <j}),s); 
6.3: Injure(r) < n; 
6.4: cpr(u,)J, = 1, for some m > j, and in at most s steps 
then 
6.5: let j and r be one such pair; 
6.6: let Injure(r) = Injure(r) + 1; 
6.7: for Uj+l <x<y, let (Pp(k)(X) = 0; 
6.8:forj<m<n,letu,=y+m-j; 
6.9: let y = y + n - j + 1 
else 
6.10: let (P&)(y) = 0; 
6.11: let y=y+l 
endif; 
7: go to Stage s + 1 
end {Stage s} 
end {Definition of (pp(k)} 
As mentioned before, we let H’g(i, n) = {p(j) ( j E N}. Note that an index for p can 
be algorithmically obtained from i and n. 
For the rest of the proof we suppose i and n satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5. 
The theorem follows from Claims l-3. 
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Claim 1. (Vk)(VZ 1 1 Q Z<n)[ar reaches a $finaZ value for program p(k)]. 
Proof. We give a proof by induction. We begin by showing that ai reaches a final 
value. Let si be the least Stage in program p(k) such that the following two conditions 
hold: 
(1) (Vs >s1)[4%(Prog([O .. kl), s) = cpi(Z+%([O . . kl), Sl >I; 
(2) (b; cpi(Prog([O . . k]),s~))[lnjure(r) has reached its maximum value]. 
Clearly, such an si exists because vi is limiting recursive and condition 6.3 in the 
description of program p(k) guarantees that, for no r E N, does Injure(r) become 
greater than n. Now, the only way in which at can move after Stage si is by selection 
of j = 0 and some r< qi(Prog([O . . k]),s) in step 6 of program p(k). But, such a 
situation would cause the value of Injure(r) to increase contradicting the fact that 
Zjure(r) has already reached its maximum value. 
Now, suppose, by induction, that for some m < n, al, 4,. . . , a, reach a final value. 
Using an argument similar to the ai case, we can show, from the induction hypothesis, 
that a,+1 reaches a final value. 0 
For the rest of the proof we take al, ~22,. . , a, to be their &al values. 
Claim 2. For each k E N, 
1 ifx<k; 
(Pi&) = T ifx E {ul, a2, ..*, 61; 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. Clear from the construction of program p(k). 0 
Claim 3. (Vk)(Vj < n)(Vr< lim,,, qi(PrOg[O .. k] U {a, 1 m <j}),s))[cp-program r 
makes at least n -j errors in computing ~([o,,k~U~a,~mbn~~]. 
Proof. If the final value of Injure(r) is >n - j, we are done because then p-program 
r explicitly makes n - j errors computing ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Therefore, we suppose the 
final value of Injure(r) is < n - j. Now, for each n - j markers ui+i, aj+2,. . . , a,, 
cp-program r does not converge to 1. But x~[~,,~~~{~,~~~~})(x) = 1 for  E {aj+i,aj+2, 
. . . , a,}. The claim follows. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. Of course, because of Theorem 4, we cannot 
obtain such results for completely arbitrary h. 0 
We considered beefy collections to ensure that our results were true for nontriv- 
ial classes. Finally, we would like to note that our results can also be shown to 
hold for a slightly modified notion of beefiness in which we require that for each 
pair of disjoint finite sets D’ and D”, the class % contain the characteristic func- 
tion of a finite set D such that D’ c D and D” ED. This notion is introduced 
below. 
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Definition 9. % is strongly beefy _ [[‘% & Fin] A [(VLI’,D” finite ( D’ no” = 4))(3D 
finite)[D’ C D A D” 2 D A ~0 E Q?]]]. 
It is straightforward to show that analogs of Theorems 2 and 5 hold for strongly 
beefy classes. 
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